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OUR WORK

 

 

BK ROT is New York City's first bike-

powered, fossil fuel-free food waste

hauling and composting service. Our

project is staffed by local young adults

who haul organic waste from small

businesses and households and

transform it into high quality compost.

Our operations provide accessible,

educational jobs and professional

development for emerging

environmental leaders while creating

opportunities for our community to fight

climate change, environmental racism,

and gentrification.

"BK ROT is getting young adults involved in this kind of work which
is a small step into climate justice work. It sparks their interest,
making them want to dive deeper into other movements that can
better their communities or make a change! We have been growing
so fast and I cannot wait to see what we will do in the future."
 

- Sonia, BK ROT Administrative Coordinator



 

 

 

BK ROT is a community-centered,

closed loop, fossil-fuel free approach to

commercial food waste. We represent a

localized green economy rooted in the

principles and values of environmental

justice. BK ROT creates space for the

leadership of young people of color who

disproportionately face the

consequences of environmental

destruction and yet whose visions are

excluded from policy tables. We

prioritize slow growth with deep roots

versus rapid expansion that is not

grounded. We are building a new kind

of waste system, one that uses food

waste as the foundation for a healthy

urban ecosystem, that uplifts the people

and places responsible for managing

waste, and that demonstrates the power

of a regenerative green economy.

 

 

OUR VALUES

 

"When I am on site, I feel alive. 
Composting can turn our old food scraps into fertilizer for new food. 

I get a sense of achievement when I finish the work 
and see this transformation." 

 

- Victor, Operations Manager



 

“Action on behalf of life
transforms. Because the

relationship between self
and the world is reciprocal,

it is not a question of first
getting enlightened or

saved and then acting.  
As we work to heal the

earth, the earth heals us.”
 

 - Robin Wall Kimmerer



 

 

2019

REFLECTIONS

It is quite clear to me that this corn, which
dominant systems may lead us to consider waste,
is sacred.
 

In the midst of climate and ecological crises, it is
critical for us to return to and evolve practices that
recognize our interconnectedness with the beings
around us. Composting is an active reminder of
these relationships. Victor acknowledges the
mighty community of microorganisms that break
down food waste and how his labor-intensive work
maintains the right conditions for them to thrive. 
 Sonia carefully searches finished compost for
worm eggs, which she knows can eventually grow
to maintain a whole small-scale compost system.
Devon widens our web as he welcomes everyone
who comes to the garden on Sundays to drop off
their food scraps. Shaq acknowledges each worm
he sees as he sifts finished compost. No being
goes unnoticed by the BK ROT team.
 

In 2019 our ecosystem extended across 15 small
businesses; 76 Rabbit Roots households and over
a hundred others who dropped off their food
scraps; various community and backyard
gardeners; many visitors ranging from across the
block to across oceans; individuals and
institutional sustainers; and billions of
microorganisms and fungi.

At the center of our mycelium network, our Know
Waste Lands garden family, resident cat, and BK
ROT's team: Victor, Sonia, Sandy, Devon, Shaq, Ceci
and Josh.
 

2019 marked a significant  transition, as BK ROT's
long-time, beloved, and all star compost queens
Sandy Nurse and Renée Peperone moved back
from leadership. This visionary decision positions
BK ROT in an environment to continue living,
breathing and evolving beyond any individual. 
 

Thanks to each of you for your belief and
commitment to BK ROT - be it through your food
scraps, signing up to have us pick up your organic
waste or sustaining our work through donations,
chopping, shoveling, sifting and sharing your
expertise. Each of you have shaped us and our
local ecology, as we hope to have shaped you too.  
 

We are excited to cultivate more fungal rich layers
that sustain our ecocommunity and extend our
mycelium network in 2020. We are fortunate to be
on this generous journey, which as Robin Wall
Kimmerer reminds us, offers perhaps more
healing to us than we do to the land. 
 
In soilidarity,
Ceci
 

Executive Director

This fall as I returned to the Lenape
lands BK ROT now stewards, I was
reminded of a sprouting corn Victor
and I once found in 2018. Victor
glowed  as he showed me the corn
which was sprouting with life after a
few weeks within our bin system. 
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Our team biked 2,300 miles in 2019, a 25%

increase from 2018. Our bike miles saved

766 gallons of diesel fuel, keeping 8.5 tons

of CO2 out of the atmosphere, and keeping

this toxic particulate matter out of the air

we breathe. This was our first full year using

our solar-powered e-trike, while also

continuing to use regualr bicycles with

trailers. 

109 TONS

 

We collect organic waste from restaurants,

coffeeshops, caterers, food coops, wood

shops and households. This year our e-

trike and upgraded trailer capacity

allowed us to haul up to 600 lbs in one

trip. We successfully piloted dropping off

scraps to local gardens interested in

receiving more inputs to feed their

compost systems. We also partnered with

GrowNYC and Big Reuse to process some

of our residential scraps, allowing us to

collect more organic waste.

OUR IMPACT

ZERO EMMISIONS HAULING

54 TONS 

COMPOST CREATED

BK ROT's compost made its way to

community farms, gardens, backyards,

treepits, malnourished soils, and potted

plants. 80% of our compost was made

available to the community by donation

at our site. With support of the Levitt

Foundation, we delivered 17% directly to

community farms with food justice

missions. We saved 3000 pounds to

support the 2020 growing season.   

BK ROT 
COMMERCIAL

ROUTES

 



 

BK ROT COMPOST DISTRIBUTION

Thanks to support from the Levitt

Foundation, our team delivered 18,500
pounds of compost to community

gardens with food justice missions as a

part of our annual compost

distribution. This year, we partnered

with 462 Halsey Community Farm,

Good Life Garden, and Phoenix

Community garden. 

 

Bagging and delivering over 9 tons of

compost would not have been possible

without our stellar volunteers who

helped us. A special sprout out to 

 volunteer groups from Patagonia SoHo

store and Bushwick Leaders High

School. 

 

We also reduced of single-use bags and

plastic thanks to Sey Coffee, Brooklyn

Coffee Roasters, and City of Saints

Coffee Roasters who provided burlap

bags leftover from their coffee roasting.

 

Our distribution reminded us of abundance within community. 
Everyone who supported this initiative expanded the amount of compost

we could share. Every inch of compost will support community gardens  to grow
fresh food in the 2020 growing season. Gardens will then share their abundant
harvests with their communities, who will then return their food scraps back to

the earth and continue the cycle of community abundance.



ADVOCACY

  

In November NYC passed the Commercial

Waste Zones (CWZ) law, the most

progressive reform to NYC’s commercial

waste sector in decades. Working with

NYC Microhaulers and Transform Don’t

Trash, we codified microhauling within

the CWZ framework and successfully

secured a food waste hauling cap of 2,600

tons per year. The benefits will be felt

citywide as it supports more good green

jobs and leadership among communities

most impacted by the waste industry.

GOOD GREEN JOBS

 

We continued to prioritize  good green

jobs for BK ROT workers and provide

opportunities for growth. We created a

Part-Time Administrative Coordinator

position, which evolved to a Full-Time

position now staffed by Sonia! We

increased work hours for our Operations

Specialists, bringing them to Part-Time

positions and created 2 weekend

positions for a Drop Off Manager and an

Operations Assistant (Devon & Shaq

pictured here). 

RESILIENT
TECHNOLOGY

This was our first full year with our solar-

powered e-trike and pulverizer. Our e-

trike, an electric cargo trike designed by

Upcycles, allows us to cover longer

distances and haul up to 600 pounds

per trip! Our Pulverizer (pictured here)

supports to break up organic waste. Both

of these technologies lighten the

strenuous work of micro hauling and

composting, making this vital work more

accessible to young workers.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS



From top to bottom: (1) Huerto Semilla comrades, who share our love for compost, visited from Puerto Rico. There was a lot of
shared joy and laughter as we chopped up food waste, turned a windrow, and ran our hands through finished compost; (2)
NYC youth enrolled in  the Children Aid Society's Culintary Arts and Agricultural Technology program visited to learn more
about composting and how to apply these solutions in their neighborhoods; (3) The National Cultivating Community
Composting Forum brought folks from all over Turtle Island onto BK ROT. The rain did not stop these compost enthusiasts
from observing our windrow system; (4) The Brooklyn Free School visited, chopped up and mixed food waste to add to our
windrow, and fell in love with our worm friends (5)  Shaq gave his first tour to riders on the Brooklyn Bike Composting Tour;
(6) Our East New York Farms partners came to exchange compost knowledge and learn more of our windrow system.

COMPOST EDUCATION TOURS

We admire you from these carribean tropics. We see your "idea viva" 
(ideals in practice) and we are learning how to translate and adapt 

what we  learned to our climactic and social reality at our collective pace.  
 

- Huerto Semilla (San Juan, PR)

BK ROT is a
terrevolutionary

community, 
which we feel more

connected to and inspired
by each time we connect. 

We love getting to share the magic of compost and our closed-loop model with visitors.

This year, we had folks from down the block to across the ocean visit our site. Victor, Sonia

and Shaq blossomed in their roles leading visitors through our compost operations.

Participants got to help with hands on activities like breaking down food waste, adding to

and turning our windrow, searching for worm eggs and sifting finished compost. 



Brookyln Free School student,
Amanda, told us it was the first

Friday they came to school in
2019 since the FridaysForFuture

climate strikes.  
 

Being active in their local
garden, they recognize  this

work as climate action. 
We were honored they spent

one of their #FridaysForFuture 
 visiting us and grounding 

us in our purpose.



OUR 2019 CLIENTS
Thank you to all the organizations

and businesses that are doing their

part to create a livable city and fight

back against climate change!



 LEADERSHIP TRANSITION

Ceci is a facilitator and earth steward dedicated to climate

justice and queer trans people of color liberation. They have

worked to advance climate justice for a decade, most

recently working as the Resiliency Coordinator of GOLES.

Ceci began volunteering alongside BK ROT's youth workers

in 2016 and since then has served on BK ROT's Advisory

Board and Board. Given their love for compost, skills, local

food justice ties, and commitment to BK ROT and climate

justice, Ceci was invited to serve as BK ROT's Executive

Director. 

In 2019, BK ROT  founder and Executive Director Sandy Nurse and Board Chair Renée Peperone

handed over the leadership of the project to long-time volunteers and board members Ceci Pineda

and Guy Schaffer. The successful leadership transition has been facilitated by a dedicated

community of supporters. We would like to highlight CEANYC Board Chair Emilie Miyazuki, who led

the staff and the Board of Directors in a day-long visioning retreat, volunteers through Catchafire who

have helped to define the work that is needed to run BK ROT, and BK ROT Staff and Board. who were

a grounding and supportive force during the transition.

 

Ceci and Guy are endlessly grateful for the work the Sandy and Renée have done to build a new

vision for the composting city. We look forward to continuing to grow BK ROT in a way that stays true

to our core principles of environmental justice and youth empowerment.

CECI PINEDA
Guy is a sustainability lecturer at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute. He came to BK ROT while doing

research on community compost, because he was

interested in our vision of a waste system that centers

environmental justice. After two years of volunteering,

Guy began to present BK ROT’s work in writing and at

conferences. Guy joined the Board in 2018 and

became Board Chair in 2019. Guy’s leadership remains

rooted in community-centered design.

GUY SCHAFFER



BK ROT TEAM (BOARD & STAFF)

ADVISORY BOARD
Hilary Allison

Jessica Sirbu Balnaves

Eliza Harrison

Iyeshima Harris

Romany Pope

Francisca Sanhueza

Elliot Maltby

Trevon Massiah

Eduardo Morales

Jenny Osman

BOARD

Annel Ceci Dan Felicity Guy Priya Renée Sandy

STAFF

Josh Sonia Shaq Devon Sandy CeciVictor Ashley

Operations

Specialists

Administrative

Coordinator

Operations

Assistant

Drop Off

Manager

Executive

Director

CAT IN RESIDENCE

Dr. Grey



Residential Fees
0.5%

Commercial Service Fees
9.4%

Grants
78.3%

Donations
3.8%

Salaries
77.4%

Equipment & Supplies
14.9%

Professional Services
3.8%

Administration
2.5%

 

 

2019 FINANCES
 

In 2019 we built the groundwork to

generate increased income through

compost sales and hauling to offset

composting labor costs. Our individual

supporters sustained costs related to our

advocacy. In 2020, we aim to further

diversify our funding streams. We are well

poised to reap the benefits of our

foundational work in 2019 to significantly

increase our earned revenue. This will move

us forward in our multi-year goal of

establishing a sustainable business model.

REVENUE

 

Our 2019 expenses reflect our core work:

youth salaries. In 2019, we created positions

for an Administrative Coordinator, Drop Off

Manager and Operations Assistant. We also

added work hours across our team, which

increased our labor and employment

expenses. In 2020, we will expand hours for

current staff and engage more youth,

furthering our commitments to job

creation and good work,

EXPENSES

 

MONETARY
Ben & Jerry's Foundation
 

Carrus Family   

  Foundation
 

Citizens Committee of    

  New York
 

City Council Members

  Antonio Reynoso

  Rafael Espinal Jr
 

Cooperative Economic

  Alliance of NYC
 

Con Edison
 

Levitt Foundation
 

Patagonia
 

Seekins Family Foundation
 

Sir Kensington's

DONORS

REVENUE: $172,532

EXPENDITURES: $142,825

IN-KIND
Big Reuse
 

GrowNYC
 

Haven Cycles 
 

Lawyers Alliance of NY 
 

Materials for the Arts 
 

NYC Environmental

  Justice Alliance
 

Patagonia

 Catch-a-fire & Apparel
 

Upcycles

 

We are grateful to our donors who sustain

our mission and propel us towards our vision. 



 

 

BLACK GOLD
In 2019, we launched our first

annual Black Gold campaign

rooted in regeneration. Thanks to

the generous contributions from

our networks and Patagonia's

matching period, we raised nearly

$17,000! This marked our most

successful online fundraiser to date. 

 

 

Community fundraisers and individual

donations allow us to be flexible and

adapt to unforeseen budget needs. They

also allows us to provide free and reduced

cost programming for community groups

rooted in similar values.  Monthly giving

greatly supports our overall operations

while larger institutional grants are usually

targeted to support project specific work. 

 

We are always open to new funding

relationships, in-kind giving, and creative

ideas in order to meet our needs. Contact

info@bkrot.org to get involved and visit

http://bkrot.org/donate to donate. 

INVEST IN

REGENERATIVE  WORK

As a part of our campaign, we

offered prizes ranging from BK ROT

compost to harnessing the power of

compost to transform something

that people wanted to release

through personalized batches. A big

thank you to everyone who shared

and supported our Black Gold

campaign!

http://bkrot.org/


 

 

REGENERATE

 

As a community supported non-profit,

we depend on you to support our work

and you depend on us to make high

quality compost. BK ROT volunteers

help to build and maintain our compost

site, sift and move finished compost

material, and support BK ROT through

different skill based volunteering such

as social media outreach, graphic

design and fundraising. You can

volunteer by reaching out to

info@bkrot.org. 

 

GET
INVOLVED!

VOLUNTEER 

 

Robin Wall Kimmerer's lessons: "As we

work to heal the earth, the earth heals

us” teaches us that restoring

 healthier ecosystems requires

acknowledging our interdependent 

relationship to the land. Healing that

relationship can look like many 

things. We invite you to regenerate

symbiotic relationships to this land

 by: finding out who are the original

peoples of the land you live on, 

what are the native plants of your

neighborhood, and/or how you can you 

support mutual-aid efforts in your

community. Our actions are medicine 

for the earth.

 

TAKE ACTION 

BK ROT is involved in ongoing policy

work to ensure microhaulers and youth

workers are included in NYC's vision for

waste managemetn. We also form part

of NY Renews, which is working on

implementing NY's Climate and

Community Protection Act and pass 

 the Climate and Community

Investment Act. You can  email

info@bkrot.org to find out more and get

involved.

http://bkrot.org/
http://transformdonttrash.org/


 Follow us online: @bk_rot @BKROTCompost

Email: info@bkrot.org  |  Phone: 347-762-5768  |  Website: http://bkrot.org


